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EUTHYMIUS THE ATHONITE AND COMMENTARIES ON 

GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS’ WRITINGS 

The writings of Cappadocian father Gregory of Nazianzus, one of the most 
significant representatives of early Byzantine ecclesiastic literature, have 
always attracted particular interest of Byzantine scholars and have been 
discussed by them. During the Middle Ages no other Byzantine author’s 
writings were commented on as frequently as Gregory of Nazianzus’ ho-
milies, poetry and letters. The commentaries on his writings were composed 
by well-known scholars of Byzantium: Dorotheus of Gaza, Maximus the 
Confessor, Michael Psellos, Nicetas Heracliensis, etc. The commentaries on 
Gregory of Nazianzus’ writings were popular not only in Byzantium, but in 
the Christian East as well. Over the period of several centuries these works 
were translated into different languages of the Christian East including 
Georgian.  

In Georgian literary tradition the translation of commentaries on Gregory 
of Nazianzus’ writings is closely connected with the translation of these 
writings themselves. Almost every translator who worked on the writings by 
the Cappadocian father, rendered into Georgian the commentaries on his 
writings as well. These translators are: Grigol Oshkeli, David Tbeli, 
Euthymius the Athonite, Ephrem Mtsire and the anonymous representative of 
Gelati translation school. Among the Georgian translations of the 
commentaries on the works by Gregory of Nazianzus, the translations of the 
tenth-eleventh century scholar Euthymius the Athonite deserve special 
interest. 

The period of transition between the tenth and the eleventh centuries is 
supposed to be the beginning of the so-called Golden Age – a new era in old 
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Georgian literature.1 This was the starting point of a determined orientation of 
Georgian intellectuals towards Byzantine culture. The process of the growth 
of Byzantine influence on Georgian literature began in the monastic centre of 
Mt. Athos and the initiator of this cultural process was Euthymius the 
Athonite. The aim of Euthymius' literary activity was to bring Georgian 
literature into line with the Byzantine norm. As is well known, earlier 
Georgian translated literature, being under the influence of Jerusalem 
liturgical practice in the fifth-tenth centuries, was quite diverse, but in a 
certain sense limited.2 The main task of Euthymius was to enrich Georgian 
literature with Byzantine writings of a different character. There hardly exists 
a single genre of ecclesiastical literature which has not benefited from the 
translations of Euthymius: he translated the works of well-known Byzantine 
authors like Basil the Great, Gregory of Nazianzus, Maximus the Confessor 
and others; he rendered into Georgian more than one of the patristic 
commentaries on Biblical books, etc.  

The commentaries on the writings of Gregory of Nazianzus translated by 
Euthymius the Athonite are: Pseudo-Nonnos Mythological Commentary on 
Oratio 39 (In sancta Lumina), which survived as a fragment, compiled 
theological-philosophical Commentary on Oratio 38 and Commentary on 
Oratio 44.3  

 
Commentary on Oratio 38 (In Nativitatem) 
The Commentary on Oratio 38 by Gregory of Nazianzus – "Targ-

manebaÁ Zniad gulisÃmissayofelTa sityuaTa qristes Sobis 
sakiTxavisaTa. Tqmuli wmidisa mamisa Cuenisa maqsimesi 
aRmsaareblisaÁ" (The Explanation of Difficult Passages from Oratio in 
Nativitatem by our Father St. Maximus the Confessor) is attested in the most 

                                                 
1  Kekelidze K., History of Old Georgian Literature, I, 5th ed., Tbilisi 1980, 60 (in Georgian); 

Tarkhnishvili M., Geschichte der Kirchlischen Georgischen Literatur (Studi e testi, 185), Citta 
del Vaticano, 1955, 35. 

2  Metreveli H., Le rôle de l'Athos dans l'histoire de la culture géorgienne, dans Bedi Kartlisa, 
Revue de Kartvélologie, XLI, 1983, 19. 

3  The texts of the commentaries are published, see Sancti Gregorii Nazianzeni Opera, Versio iberica I, 
Orationes I, XLV, XLIV, XLI, ed. a H. Metreveli et K. Bezarachvili, Ts. Kourtsikidze, N. 
Melikichvili, Th. Othkhmezouri, M. Raphava, M. Chanidze (Corpus Christianorum. Series Graeca, 
36. Corpus Nazianzenum, 5), Turnhout-Leuven 1998; Sancti Gregorii Nazianzeni Opera, Versio 
iberica III, Oratio XXXVIII, ed. a H. Metreveli et K. Bezarachvili, Ts. Kourtsikidze, N. Melikichvili, 
Th. Othkhmezouri, M. Raphava (Corpus Christianorum. Series Graeca, 45. Corpus Nazianzenum, 12), 
Turnhout-Leuven 2001; Th. Otkhmezuri, Pseudo-Nonniani in IV orationes Gregorii Nazianzeni 
commentarii (Corpus Christianorum. Seires Graeca, 50. Corpus Nazianzenum, 16), Turnhout-Leuven 
2002. The introductory part of this work deals with Euthymius the Athonite’s translation of Pseudo-
Nonnos Mythological Commentary. Therefore this issue is not discussed here. 
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important collections of Gregory of Nazianzus’ homilies translated by 
Euthymius the Athonite. The manuscripts are: Ath. 68 (a. 1002-1005), Tbilisi 
A-1 (a. 1030), P-3 (a. 1040), Tbilisi S-383 (s. XI), Tbilisi S-413 (s. XI), Tbilisi 
A-87 (s. XI), Tbilisi A-80 (s. XIII), Tbilisi A-518 (a.1708).4 

The Structure and Nature of the Commentary. The Commentary has 
the following structure: before the passages taken from Gregory’s Oratio 38 
for explanation there is a note RmrTismetyuelisaÁ (From the Theolo-
gian), referring them in this way to Gregory of Nazianzus. The passages are 
followed by explanations with the note Targmani (Explanation). In total, 
101 explanations are attested in Commentary on Oriatio 38.  

The title of the Commentary ascribes the writing to the famous Byzantine 
scholar of the seventh century, Maximus the Confessor. In the history of 
Byzantine literature the name of Maximus is closely connected with the 
thoughts of Cappadocian fathers, especially Gregory of Nazianzus.5 One of 
his most famous writings Ambiguorum Liber consists of commentaries on the 
writings of Gregory of Nazianzus and Dionysius Areopagita.6 The 
Commentary on Oratio 38 translated by Euthymius is connected with the 
above-mentioned work of Maximus the Confessor, namely, with one of the 
parts of this writing – Ambigua ad Iohannem. The writing consists of com-
mentaries on seventeen homilies, one epistle and one poem by Gregory: 
Orationes – 7, 14, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45; 
Epist. 101; Carm. II, 2. In Ambigua ad Iohannem Maximus the Confessor 
comments on eight passages from Oratio 38 by Gregory of Nazianzus. These 
eight explanations by Maximus have equivalents among 101 explanations in 
Euthymius’ translation. So Ambigua ad Iohannem serves as one of the 
sources for the Georgian translation of Oratio 38. These explanations are: 
expl. 20 – PG 91, col. 1273 D 5; expl. 21 – PG 91, col. 1281 B 7; expl. 23 – 
PG 91, col. 1285 B 14; expl. 43 – PG 91, col. 1288 A 10; expl.. 52 – PG 91, 
col. 1288 D 1; expl. 91 – PG 91, col. 1289 B 5; expl. 95 – PG 91, col. 1289 D 
6; expl. 101 – PG 91, col. 1297 C 1.  

The explanations make up the most important part of the writing 
according to their volume (Maximus’ eight explanations constitute half of the 
whole text of the Commentary) as well as their content (with their 

                                                 
4  Bregvadze T., Répertoire des manuscrits de la version géorgienne, dans Versiones orientales, 

repertorium ibericum et studia ad editiones curandas, ed. B. Coulie (Corpus Christianorum. 
Series Graeca, 20. Corpus Nazianzenum, 1, Brepols-Turnhout 1988, 67-74. 

5  Berthhold G. C., The Cappadocian Roots of Maximus the Confessor, in Actes du Symposium 
sur Maxime le Confesseur, ed. E. Heinzer et Ch. Schonborn, Fribourg 1982, 51-59. 

6  Jeauneaue E., Maximi Confessoris Ambigua ad Iohannem (Corpus Christianorum, Series 
Graeca, 18), 1988, IX. 
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philosophical depth and meaning). This probably explains why Maximus the 
Confessor is named as the author of the Commentary in its title.  

The remaining explanations included in the translation of the 
Commentary on Oratio 38 are connected with the Commentary on Oratio 38 
composed by the tenth-century Byzantine scholar Basilius Minimus,7 namely, 
a particular version of the Commentary attested in Sylloge (a collection of the 
second half of the tenth century consisting of commentaries by Basilius 
Minimus and George Mokenos). Phraseological coincidences are revealed in 
Basilius’ commentaries and in several explanations of the Commentary: expl. 
1, l. 3 = Bas. Minim. 1a, l. 1; expl. 19, l. 2-6 = Bas. Minim. 12, l. 6-11; expl. 
2, l. 5-6 = Bas. Minim. 2, l. 3-4; expl. 36, l. 3-5 = Bas. Minim. 36, l. 1-3. This 
clearly demonstrates the influence of Basilius Minimus’ writing on the 
Commentary.  

Two explanations in Euthymius’ translation are identical with the text of 
Basilius Minimus:  
rameTu viTarca xati 
gamoaCinebs pirmSosa mas 
saxesa, egreTve sazRvari 
da sityuaÁ gamoaCinebs 
mas, romlisa iyos 
sazRvar da sityua. xolo 
sazRvari mamisaÁ ars ZÀ, 
viTarca sityuaÁ, romlisa 
mier gamoCndebis mamaÁ. 
rameTu ityÂs, viTarmed 

"romelman mixila me, 
ixila mamaÁ Cemi da me da 

mamaÁ erT varT." (Ioh. 12, 

45). rameTu viTarca 
TÂnier mamisa ara iTqumis 
ZÀ, egreTve arca TÂnier 
Zisa icnobebis mamaÁ. da 
samarTlad sazRvarad da 
sityuad mamisad uwoda 
Zesa, viTarca 
aRmasrulebelsa arsebisa 
misisa da momaswavebelsa, 
Tu raÁ ars igi. rameTu 
ara iTqumis, arca 
gulisÃma-iyofebis TÂnier 

Ὣ

















 (Bas. Minim. 
128). 
 

                                                 
7  Basilii Minimi in Gregorii Nazianzeni orationem XXXVIII commentarii, editi a Th. S. Schmidt 

(Corpus Christianorum, Series Graeca, 46, Corpus Nazianzenum 13), Turnhout-Leuven 2001. 
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Zisa mamaÁ, gina Tu 
sazRvari ars da sityuaÁ, 
romlisa mier daisazRvra 

da iqmna yovelive (expl. 85). 

rameTu uJamod da ara 
Jamierad iSva mamisagan ZÀ 
da amisTÂs dasabami ars 
mamaÁ, viTarca mizezi. 
aramed uJamoÁ dasabami, 
rameTu arca erTi Jami 
Semosrul ars Soris mamisa 
da Zisa, aramed odesca iyo 
mamaÁ, iyo Zeca (expl. 93). 





Bas. Minim. 145 b). 


The traces of Basilius’ work found in the Commentary on Oratio 38 ena-
bles to determine the date of its origin. As far as one of the sources (the Syllo-
ge version) of the compiled theological-philosophical Commentary on Oratio 
38 had already been composed by the second half of the tenth century, the 
Commentary must have been created no later than the end of the tenth century.  

In general, the compilation style is a distinctive feature of Byzantine 
commentarial genre. The tradition of using earlier commentaries to compose 
new writings has been present throughout the whole history of exegetical and 
commentarial genre in Byzantium. This process is evident in the studies of 
commentaries on Gregory’s writings.8  

It should be noted that Georgian scholars were well familiar with this 
characteristic feature of commentarial genre. The epistles of Byzantine 
scholars Basilius Minimus and Cyril of Alexandria with description of this 
method were translated into Georgian by Georgian scholars.9 It can be said 
that Georgian scholars creatively applied the compilation method. They often 
made efforts to introduce Byzantine techniques into Georgian translation 
practice. This is particularly relevant in relation to the tenth-eleventh century 
Georgian translators, who introduced into Georgian scholarly tradition not 
only new genres and conceptions, but Byzantine scholarly techniques as well: 
e.g. complementing the writings of one author with excerpts from the writings 
of another author on the same topic, the method of compositional 

                                                 
8  Fromont M., Lequeux X., Mossay J, Gregorius Florellius, commentateur de Gregoire de 

Nazianze au XVIe siecle, dans Versiones orientales, repertorium ibericum et studia ad editiones 
curandas, ed. B. Coulie, (Corpus Christianorum, Serie Graeca, 20. Corpus Nazianzenum, 1, 
Brepols-Turnhout 1988. 

9  The texts of these epistles are published, see Otkhhmezuri Th., Towards the History of 
Commentaries on Gregory of Nazianzus' Writings, in Mravaltavi, Philological and Historical 
Researches, 15, 1989, 18-31; Tvaltvadze D., The Georgian Translations of the Commentaries 
on the Epistles of Paul, in Philological Researches II, Tbilisi 1995, 345-362.  
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restructuring and rearrangement of texts, copying the expression techniques 
from Greek editors and scribes, etc. The compilation method belongs to the 
same category. It is noteworthy that this method was often used by Euthymius 
the Athonite: e. g. he used it in his translation of Maximus the Confessor’s 
writing Ad Thalassium as well as the Nomocanon and the Guide.10  

Today it is very difficult to say who compiled the Commentary on Or. 38 
– an anonymous Greek scholar or Euthymius the Athonite. Even Ephrem 
Mtsire was unable to provide exact answers to the like questions. Regarding 
the Georgian version of De Fide Orthodoxa by John of Damascus rendered 
into Georgian by Euthymius the Athonite, Ephrem admits: I do not know 
whether it was compiled by Father Euthymius himself, or he used the already 
compiled Greek source (xolo ese ara uwyi, Tu TÂT mamasa efTÂ-
mis gamoukrebia, anu berZulad esreT upovia11). Ephrem is also 
very careful in his remarks regarding Euthymius’ translation of Oratio 2 and 
Oratio 3 by Gregory of Nazianzus: We do not know whether our Father St. 
Euthymius had a Greek original of this kind, or whether he did it by himself 
(ara viciT… anu TÂT wmidasa mamasa Cuensa evTimis dedaÁ 
eseguari mihxuda, anu TÂT raÁme gangebulebiT hyo12). There-
fore, it is very difficult to say whether Euthymius himself compiled Commen-
tary on Oratio 38, or whether he simply chose a compiled text for translation.  

Character of Translation. Those parts of the Commentary on Oratio 38 
which have Greek equivalents in Maximus’ and Basilius Minimus’ 
commentaries are translated through the reduction / expansion method. This 
method used by Euthymius the Athonite in translating Greek texts was 
described as early as in the eleventh century by Ephrem Mtsire: By the grace 
of the Holy Spirit Euthymius could both, expand and reduce.13 The results of 
scientific study of Euthymius’ works fully support the observation of the 
Middle-Age scholar.  

Scholars have noticed two types of the reduction / expansion method in 
Euthymius’ translations. One is introducing minor changes into the text 
without altering the meaning of the Greek original. The aim of this method is 
to convey the idea of the original text more clearly, to facilitate its 
comprehension for Georgian readers and in some cases to refine the text 

                                                 
10  Van Esbroek M., Euthyme l'Hagiorite: le traducteur et ses traductions, dans Revue des études 

géorgiennes et caucasiennes, IV, 1988, 97; Euthymius the Athonite, Nomocanon, E. 
Giunashvili ed., Tbilisi 1972; N. Chikvatia, Euthymius of the Holy Mountain, the Guide, Diss., 
1997.  

11  John of Damascus, Dialectica, ed. by M. Raphava, Tbilisi 1976, 69. 
12  See the colophon by Ephrem Mtsire in cod. A-292. Bregvadze Th., The Description of the 

Georgian Manuscripts of the Works by Gregory of Nazianzus, Tbilisi 1988, 174. 
13  John of Damascus, Dialectica, 67. 
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stylistically. Euthymius also used another kind of reduction / expansion 
method, which allowed making major changes to the text, i. e. dropping rather 
long extracts from the original and inserting vast interpolations into it. 
Besides, he also used other techniques such as compiling, excerpting, 
combining texts and paraphrasing. In the translation of the Commentary on 
Oratio 38 both kinds of the reduction / expansion method are used. In 
general, due to their nature and function, the texts of commentarial genre are 
open to such kind of changes – additions or alterations by translators, scribes 
or scholars who work on the commentaries.14 

Maximus the Confessor, the author of the main part of Commentary on 
Or. 38, is considered to be one of the writers with the most difficult and 
complicated language and style in the history of Byzantine literature.15 This, 
of course, encourages a translator to make some changes while translating 
Maximus’ text, for stylistic refinement and clarity.  

The Commentary on Oratio 38 is translated by Euthymius mainly in 
natural, plain Georgian. The translation follows the principle of dynamic 
equivalence. A sentence is taken as a unit of translation, as it is usual for the 
translations of this type. Euthymius reorders the structure of the sentences of 
the original text placing the constituent parts of the sentence according to the 
norms of the Georgian language. Euthymius also simplifies Maximus’ long 
and complicated sentences through omitting those words that are not essential 
for understanding the meaning of the sentence. In some cases he renders 
Greek words with alternative meaning and inserts verbs into nominal 
sentences, which are rather characteristic of Greek language. In the 
translation, several examples of inserting Biblical quotations and references 
are also observed.  

In the translation of Maximus’ Commentary Euthymius has also omitted 
and inserted large passages, e.g. in Euthymius’ translation of explanations 91 
and 95 large parts of Maximus’ text are omitted, while at the beginning of 
explanation 21 a long interpolation is inserted. The comparison of this 
interpolation with Greek texts of Commentary on Oratio 38 has revealed that 
one passage of Basilius Minimus’ Commentary on Oratio 38 is used as a 
source for the interpolation:  

 

                                                 
14  West M. L., Textual Criticism and Editorial Technique, Stuttgart 1973, 16. 
15  Аверинцев С., Философия VIII-XII вв., Культура Византии, вторая половина VIII-XII вв., 

М., 1989, 38; Флоровский Г., Византийские Отцы V-VIII вв., Париж 1933, 197; Laga C., 
Maximus as a Stylist in Quaestiones ad Thalassium, in Actes du Symposium sur Maxime le 
Confesseur, ed. Heinzer E. et Schonborn C., Fribourg 1982, 145.  
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da keTilad TiToeuli TiToeulsa 
SeerTvis _ SobaÁ yrmasa Tana 
CuenTÂs queyanad mosrulsa, xolo 
mocemaÁ Zesa Tana da dausabamosa 
mas mamisagan Sobasa, rameTu iSva 
Cuenda yrmaÁ CCÂli da sruli kaci. 
xolo ars igi Ze dausabamod 
mamisagan Sobili, romeli-igi Cuen, 
viTarca yrmaÁ, mogueca mÃsnelad 
warwymedulTa amaT. xolo Tu iSva 
Cuenda da mogueca Cuen, ese 
amisTÂs, rameTu yoveli kaci 
Tavisa TÂsisaTÂs iSvebis, raÁTa 
miiRos naTeli da gulisÃmisyofaÁ 
RmrTisaÁ sargebelad TÂsa. xolo 
qriste Ze iyo Tanamosaydre mamisaÁ 
da ara eÃmareboda SobaÁ queyanasa 
zeda, arca Tavisa TÂsisa iSva, 
aramed Cuenda iSva da Cuen 
mogueca macxovrad, rameTu 
yovelTa kacTa Sobani TavTa 
TÂsTaTÂs arian, ara sxuaTaTÂs. 
xolo qriste CuenTÂs da Cuenisa 
cxorebisaTÂs iSva (Expl. 21). 















(Bas. Minim. 16, l. 1-8).  
 

There are two possibilities: the Greek compiler of the Commentary, while 
combining the Commentaries of Maximus the Confessor and Basilius 
Minimus, inserted a fragment from Basilius’ commentaries into the explana-
tion of Commentary on Oratio 38 by Maximus. The second possibility is that 
while translating the Commentary, Euthymius the Athonite inserted into 
Maximus’ text part of Basilius’ commentaries in which Basilius explains a 
phrase from Oratio 38, not commented on in Maximus’ text. In general, the 
practice of inserting an excerpt from one author’s work into another author’s 
writing is very characteristic of Euthymius.16 The study of commentaries on 
the writings of Gregory of Nazianzus has also revealed the practice of 
inserting previous commentaries into new editions. This specific feature of 

                                                 
16  Vast interpolations have been attested in Euthymius' translation of Basil the Great's Teachings – 

the excerpts from Gregory of Nazianzus' sermons are interpolated into his writings, see 

Euthymius the Athonite's Translation of Basil of Caesarea's Teachings, Ts. Kurtsikidze ed., 
Tbilisi 1983, 70; Interpolations are found in Gregory of Nazianzus' Or. 43, into which the 
description of the miracles ascribed to Basil the Great are added, see Kurtsikidze Ts., The 
Peculiarities of Euthymius the Athonite's Translation of Gregory the Theologian's Or. 43, in 
Philological Researches, II, 43; Extracts from the epistles of Gregory of Nazianzus are attested 
in Euthymius' translation of Gregory of Nazianzus' Or. 42, see Bezararshvili K., Interpretation 
of One Peculiarity of Euthymius the Athonite's Translation Method: Interpolations of Oratio 42, 
in Matsne, Proceedings in Language and Literature, 1-4, 1999, 133-148. 
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commentaries on Gregory’s writings was apparently well familiar to 
Georgian translators and they often creatively applied this method 
themselves.  

It is noteworthy, that together with the above-observed practice, 
Euthymius also used literal translation method in rendering the Commentary 
on Oratio 38 into Georgian. This is particularly obvious in the translation of 
certain Greek terms. While translating the adjectives and abstract nouns with 
common stem Euthymius carefully follows word-for-word translation 
method, e.g. the Greek text contains substantivised adjectives denoting 
abstract notion. Euthymius renders them into Georgian as abstract nouns with 
suffixes -eba/-oba, while the adjectives with the same stem are rendered 
without changing their part of speech affiliation:  – saxierebaÁ 

/  – saxieri; – dausabamoebaÁ /  – dau-
sabamo;  – miuwTomelobaÁ /  – uzomo; 

 – uÃorcoebaÁ /  – uÃorco. The so-called 
qualitative nouns (nomine qualitatis) with suffix  are often used 
by Maximus. These nouns are formed from adjective stems and denote 
abstract notions. In the translation Euthymius substituted these Greek nouns 
with Georgian abstract nouns; while rendering Greek adjectives with the same 
stem he used Georgian adjectives:  _ srulebaÁ / – 

sruli;  – saxierebaÁ / – saxieri. An interesting 
example of word-for-word translation is presented in the explanation 20, 
which contains about ten different lexical units formed from the verb 
In most cases Euthymius tries to render the lexical units without 
changing their part of speech affiliation: (Aor. pass. particip.) _ 

aRvsebul [ars]; (Fut. pass. particip.) – aRvsebad 
[ars]; (Aor. Pass. Inf.) – aRvsebaÁ;  (Pr. med.-

pass. particip.) – aRvsebuli; (Pr. Act. particip.) _ aRmavse-
beli; (nomina actionis) _ aRvsebaÁ.  

Therefore, Euthymius’ translation of the Commentary is a free translation 
with some passages and terms rendered into Georgian with literal translation 
method. The word-for-word translation of certain passages and some terms in 
particular must have been conditioned by the specific nature of term-
formation by Maximus.  

The Place and Function of the Commentary on Oratio 38 in Georgian 
Manuscripts. 

Gregory of Nazianzus appends the Commentary on Oratio 38 to Oratio 
38 in Georgian manuscripts. It is inserted into the collection of Gregory’s 
liturgical sermons. It is noteworthy that the Greek collections of Gregory’s 
sermons do not include the Commentary. Neither Maximus the Confessor’s 
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Commentary on Or. 38 is attested in any Greek manuscript of Gregory’s 
writings. The Commentary by Maximus is usually presented in a separate 
manuscript together with other writings by Maximus.17 This makes us believe 
that Euthymius the Athonite himself inserted the Commentary into the 
collection of Gregory of Nazianzus’ liturgical sermons. Euthymius must have 
translated the Commentary at the beginning of his work on the collection of 
Gregory’s sermons. This suggestion is supported by the fact that the above 
mentioned Commentary is attested in the manuscript Ath. 68 (a. 1002-1005), 
which was created at the initial stage of Euthymius’ work on the translation of 
Gregory’s collection.18 It is obvious that from the very beginning Euthymius 
intended to append commentaries to Gregory’s work in order to make them 
clearer and easier for Georgian readers. Euthymius’ intention is well 
illustrated by a colophon attached to the Commentary: "locva-yavT mami-
sa efTÂmisTÂs, wmidano RmrTisano, romelman ese sakiTxavi 
Suenieri qristes SobisaÁ TargmaniTurT Targmna, ganmanaT-
lebeli sulisaÁ da ÃorcTaÁ, dResaswaulobad erisa mor-
wmunisa da samoZRurebelad da sadidebelad mamisa da Zisa 
da wmidisa sulisa"19 (Saints of God, pray for Father Euthymius, as he 
has translated Oratio In Nativitatem and the Commentary to enlighten soul 
and body, to be celebrated by parish and to teach them and to glorify the 
Holy Trinity). The reason for translating Commentary on Gregory’s work (to 
teach believers) is perfectly in line with the major direction of Euthymius the 
Athonite’s activities, namely, his educational and enlightenment intentions. 

Commentary on Oratio 44 (In novam Dominicam). 
In the collections of Euthymius’ translations of Gregory of Nazianzus’ 

homilies (Tbilisi A-1 (a.1030-1031), P-3 (a. 1040), Tbilisi S-383 (s. XI), 
Tbilisi S-413 (s. XI), Tbilisi A-87 (s. XI), Tbilisi A-87 (s. X-XI) the sermon 
axalkÂriakisaTÂs da satfurebisaTÂs eklesiisa (In Novam 

Dominicam) is followed by a short text – ZnelTa sityuaTa ganmarte-
ba (Explanations of Difficult Passages). The text consists of explanations of 
five passages of Oratio 44 (PG 36, col. 613 D 5-6; col. 617 A 7-8; col. 617 A 
8-9; col. 617 A 9-10; col. 617 A 10-11). The Commentary is translated in 
plain Georgian language. It provides explanations to those passages of Oratio 
44, in which the author talks about human envy, the necessity to overcome it 
and the vanity of luxury.  

                                                 
17 Bracke R., Some Aspects of the Manuscript Tradition of the Ambigua of Maximus the 

Confessor, Acts du Symposium sur Maxime le Confesseur, 100-101. 
18 Metreveli H., Introduction, I. presentation generale, dans Sancti Gregorii Nazianzeni opera. 

Versio Iberica I, 9. 
19  Cods. Tbilisi A-80, 56v; Tbilisi A-518, 52v; Tbilisi A-87, 40r. 
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The Commentary on Oratio 44 containing five explanations is not attested 
in Greek manuscripts of Gregory of Nazianzus’ works. Therefore, it can be 
suggested that this text could be a fragment from unknown Commentary on 
Or. 44 inserted into Georgian collection of Gregory’s sermons by Euthymius 
the Athonite. The distinct didactic character of the explanations probably 
makes clear Euthymius’ motivation for inserting this text, rather than another, 
into the collection. For him, a discourse on moral issues supported with 
examples and quotations from the Bible would be the best way to establish 
strong moral principles among his parish.  

 
The fact of translating the commentaries on the writings of Gregory of 

Nazianzus illustrates one more aspect of Euthymius the Athonite’s dedication 
as a translator: he was determined to acquaint Georgian reader with the latest 
developments of Byzantine culture and literature as quickly, consistently and 
accurately as possible. Basilius Minimus’ commentaries on Gregory of Na-
zianzus’ homilies written in the middle of the tenth century as well as the 
collection Sylloge dating back to the end of the tenth century were very 
popular in Byzantium. The fact that Euthymius translated the Commentary on 
Or. 38 created on the basis of the above-mentioned works attests Euthymius’ 
profound interest in the latest developments in Byzantine literature and his 
commitment to introducing these processes to Georgian readers. This also 
proves that the Georgian monastic center on Mt. Athos was actively involved 
in the contemporary cultural-literary life of Byzantium.  

 
 
  
  


